Introduction.
It is well known that in a complete separable metric space every Borel set is the one-to-one continuous image of a Sa in some other such space and that the countable-to-one continuous image of a Borel set is Borel.
Ina general topological space, if K denotes the family of compact sets, G. Choquet [l] has pointed out that the proper families to consider in this context are Borelian K instead of Borel K and Ka¡ instead of g5 (see §2 for definitions). Let a space have property I if it is Hausdorff and the difference of two compact sets is a K,. It has been shown by Choquet [l] that if F has property I then every Borelian K set in F is the one-to-one continuous image of a Kat in some compact Hausdorff X. On the other hand, in a previous paper [2] we proved that if X has property I then the countable-to-one continuous image of a K"i in X to a compact Hausdorff space Y is Borelian K in Y.
In this paper we complete the picture. We first show that the difference of two compact sets is a K, iff it is analytic and conclude that a space has property I iff it is Hausdorff and Borel K = Borelian K, thereby answering a question raised by Choquet [l, p. 139]. We then prove that if X has property I then every Borel K set in X is the one-to-one continuous image of a K"> in some F, where Y also has property I. Making use of our previous result, we conclude that the countable-to-one continuous image of a Borel K set in X to a compact Hausdorff space Y is Borelian K and it too has property I.
We are unable to determine whether the condition that X have property I can be eliminated from the hypotheses, i.e., whether in any compact Hausdorff space X, every Borelian K set is the one-to-one continuous image of a K"i in some other compact Hausdorff space and whether the countable-to-one (or even one-to-one) image of a Borelian K (or even a Kr¡) set in X into a compact Hausdorff space is also Borelian K.
2. Notation and basic definitions. 2.2. K(X) is the family of all compact sets in X. 2.3. K"(X) = {A : A =U,-e" P. for some sequence B with BtEK(X) for ¿Eco}.
2.4. Kti(X) = {A : A = 0iea 23< for some sequence B with B(EK,(X) for iE<¿}- Then B is a compact metric space and hence has a countable compact base and A EXXB so that we may apply 3.5.
3.6. Theorem. If X has property I, CEK"&(X), f is continuous on C, andf(C) is Hausdorff thenf(C) has property I.
Proof. Let A be compact and B open in f(C). Then f~l(A) is closed in C and hence f~l(A)EKvS(X). Since/^(P)
is open in C and X has property I, we conclude f-\A r\ B) =t\A) r\f-\B) E KH(X).
Thus, A(~\B is the continuous image of a K"i(X), i.e., AC\B is analytic in/(0, and hence, by 3.1, AC\BEK,(f(Q).
3.7. Theorem. Letf be continuous and one-to-one on Candf(C) have property I. Then C has property I.
Proof. Clearly C must be Hausdorff. If A and B are compact in C, then f(A) and f(B) are compact in f(C) and hence f(A)-f(B) EK,(f(C)).
Since/is one-to-one, we have
A -B = A r\ f-\f(A) -f(B)) E K,(C).
3.8. Lemma. If, for each ¿G«, F,-is compact and has a countable compact base, then IX.eu F; is compact and has a countable compact base in the product topology.
3.9. Lemma. If, for each i£u, F,-is compact and has a countable compact base and YiC\ F,-= 0for i 9ej then U,-eu F< is locally compact and has a countable compact base in the union topology. A is a special set of uniqueness in X iff there exist F and C such that F is compact and has a countable compact base and CEK"t(XX Y) and A is the one-to-one projection of C onto X. 4.4. Theorem. If for each ¿Gw, 4,-is a special set of uniqueness in X then n,-6" A,• is a special set of uniqueness in X and if A ,/\4y = 0 for i^j then UieaAi is a special set of uniqueness in X.
Proof. O.-e« Ai is a special set of uniqueness in X in view of 4.1 and 3.8. To see that if AiC\Aj = Q for i^j then U<6¿ Ai is a special set of uniqueness in X, let Ai be the one-to-one projection of G where CiEKcS (XXYi) and F< is compact and has a countable compact »ew ¿eu 4.6. Theorem. 7e¿ X Aa»e property I. TAere ^4 is 23ore/ 2£(X) iff, for some BEK"(X), A EB and there exist X', C, f such that X' has property I, CG2£"}(X'), / is continuous and one-to-one on C and A =f(C).
Proof. If .¿GBorel K(X) then by 4.5 A is the one-to-one projection of a K"i(XX Y) for some F that is compact and has a countable compact base. By 3.5, XX F has property I. Moreover, since X has property I, by 3.3 Borel K(X) = Borelian K(X) and hence A EB for some BEK.(X).
The converse is given by Theorem 6.3 in [2] again with the help of 3.3.
